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ash and bianca, meanwhile, are trying to find a
way to get to the secret garden pool. they finally
decide to approach a little boy, who is holding a

key, and asks him to show them where it fits.
they enter a garden in the garden. as they walk,
ash and bianca begin to notice that some of the

flowers in the garden are beginning to glow. they
notice a figure emerge from the garden. it turns
out to be latias. the image is shown again, and

then again, and again. the figure then walks off,
and ash is shown flashbacks of his previous visits
to alto mare. the image is again shown, and the

boy points ash to the pool. the battle begins
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when team rocket attacks the d.m.a. and both
latias and latios are sucked into the machine.
ash, accompanied by his friends misty, brock,

max, and officer jenny, then see the two
legendary pokmon as they are being held captive

by a woman called the dark mistress. the
pokémon are being forced to transform into their
legendary forms to power the machine and keep

it from destroying alto mare. ash, misty, and
brock are then captured as well. they use the

jewel called the soul dew to escape but it burns
up in the process, thus losing its ability to power
the d. it turns out that he has found latias and
latios. he is surprised to learn that latias and

latios are the same pokmon he has been looking
for since the start of the film, and that they lived
at the museum. but they have not evolved yet,

and they are now protected by bianca and
lorenzo. bianca then reveals that the reason she
does not recognize ash is because he is wearing

an old disguise. the girl also explains that she had
once been a pokmon trainer, but she was taken

by team rocket who left her to become a
waitress. she then introduces herself as bianca.
ash soon learns that the legendary pokmon and

the ones at the museum have been preserved by
the dma, which creates a barrier that only allows

certain pokmon to pass through it. she then
explains that there is a generator that controls
the dma, and that she has to shut it down to

prevent the destruction of alto mare. ash asks
how he can help, but bianca explains that they
can only talk during the day, as the generator
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controls the power of the dma at night. she also
explains that the crystal from the museum is the

only way to stop the dma.
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